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Representations to the Cambridge Draft Charging Schedule Consultation: 

Parties who made representations 

Agents/Developers/Landowners 
Bidwells on behalf of Brookgate Ltd 
Boyer Planning on behalf of Berkeley Homes 
Countryside Properties 
Deloitte Real Estate on behalf of Grand Arcade Partnership 
Iceini Projects Ltd on behalf of the Anderson Group 
RPS Planning and Development on behalf of Costco Wholesale UK 
Savills on behalf of Marshall of Cambridge Ltd 
Savills on behalf of the University of Cambridge Bursars’ Building and Planning Sub-Committee 
Savills on behalf of Anglia Ruskin University 
ShrimplinBrown on behalf of Howard Osboune LLP 
Other Council’s 
Cambridgeshire County Council 
Residents Associations  
Christ’s Piece Residents Association 
Consultation bodies 
Cambridge Past, Present and Future 
Natural England 
The Theatres Trust 
Other organisations 
Cambridge International Arts 
Members of the public 
Dr Edward Lloyd Jenkins 
Mr Hugh Chapman 
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Responses  

 Respondent Rep 
no. 

Response 

1. Bidwells on 
behalf of 
Brookgate Ltd 

28449, 
28450, 
28452, 
28453, 
28454, 
28455,  
28456 

Question 1 
(28449) Whilst Brookgate do not fully agree with all of the assumptions within the Cambridge and 
South Cambridgeshire Infrastructure Delivery Study, it is nonetheless agreed that there is a 
significant infrastructure funding gap that demonstrates the need for a Community Infrastructure 
Levy to help support growth.  As a consequence Brookgate consider that CIL will provide a useful 
mechanism for assisting with the delivery of strategic infrastructure to enable the delivery of key 
proposals within the Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire Draft Local Plans such as the 
Cambridge North East Fringe. 
 
Question 2 
(28450) Whilst Brookgate do not fully agree with all of the assumptions within the Viability 
Appraisals, it is nonetheless agreed that the proposed CIL Rates are generally consistent with the 
evidence on economic viability and are appropriate having regard to the Council's evidence on 
viability. 
 
Question 3  
(28452) Brookgate consider that the proposed CIL Rates draw an appropriate balance between 
the desirability of funding infrastructure and the need to maintain the overall viability of growth 
across the District.  Given the importance of the Cambridge economy and the associated high-
tech cluster it is considered vital that the proposed CIL rates draw such a balance to ensure that 
CIL supports rather than prohibits the delivery of development.  In this regard, it is considered that 
the proposed rates are set at a level where development should generally remain viable within 
current market conditions unless there are exceptional site specific costs. 
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 Respondent Rep 
no. 

Response 

Brookgate particularly welcome the zero charge in relation to employment development and 
consider that this will help to promote the growth in the local economy and enable the area to 
contribute to the economic recovery and help to support the growth of the Cambridge hi-tech 
cluster in particular.   
 
Accordingly, Brookgate consider that the proposed CIL rates set out within the Draft Charging 
Schedule are consistent with the evidence on economic viability and are appropriate. 
 
Question 4 
(28453) Brookgate consider that the proposed CIL Rates draw an appropriate balance between 
the desirability of funding infrastructure and the need to maintain the overall viability of growth 
across the District.  As a result, it is considered that the proposed rates are set at a level where 
development should generally remain viable within current market conditions unless there are 
exceptional site specific costs. 
 
Brookgate particularly welcome the zero charge in relation to employment development and 
consider that this will help to promote the growth in the local economy and enable the area to 
contribute to the economic recovery and help to support the growth of the Cambridge hi-tech 
cluster in particular.   
 
Accordingly, Brookgate consider that the proposed CIL rates set out within the Draft Charging 
Schedule would not in themselves threaten the delivery of the Draft Cambridge Local Plan 2014. 
 
Question 5  
(28454) Brookgate are concerned that the future relationship and interaction between Section 106 
and CIL following the adoption of the charging schedule as proposed within Appendix A provides 
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 Respondent Rep 
no. 

Response 

insufficient clarity in a number of respects.   
 
There are a number of infrastructure categories referred to within Appendix A (and the draft 
Regulation 123 List in Appendix B) where it is suggested that both s106 and CIL will be used to 
fund delivery of infrastructure within these categories.  However, little further detail or guidance is 
provided to clarify how this will work in practice.  Brookgate are concerned that this provides 
insufficient clarity as to how key infrastructure necessary, or indeed critical, to the delivery of the 
Local Plan will be provided. This undermines the deliverability of the Local Plan itself and also 
leads to the prospect of double counting by the Council. 
 
In this regard we would stress that paragraph 85 of the Government's Community Infrastructure 
Levy Guidance (2013) states: 
 
"The Government expects charging authorities will work proactively with developers to ensure they 
are clear about charging authorities' infrastructure needs and what developers will be expected to 
pay for through which route. This is so that there is no actual or perceived 'double dipping', with 
developers paying twice for the same item of infrastructure. " 
 
Given the limited detail provided within the draft Regulation 123 List, and in the absence of the 
updated Draft SPD on Planning Obligations, it is difficult at present for developers to be confident 
that 'double dipping' will not occur. The lack of clarity also undermines confidence in investing in 
the delivery of key projects such as the Cambridge North East Fringe. 
 
There are a number of infrastructure categories where the Council's approach towards delivery of 
infrastructure remains unclear. This is particularly the case with the delivery of transport 
infrastructure where the commentary within the table suggests that transport infrastructure 
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 Respondent Rep 
no. 

Response 

improvements will be funded both through s106 and CIL but little further clarity is provided to help 
to determine when such projects would be deemed to have 'development specific' impacts to be 
funded through s106 or wider cumulative impacts that would be addressed through CIL Funded 
infrastructure improvements.  This position is exacerbated by the lack of any detail or specific 
projects within the draft Regulation 123 List.  
 
In addition, we also have concerns regarding the proposed funding arrangements for the provision 
of public art, biodiversity enhancements and 'other infrastructure' where it is suggested that these 
could be funded both through s106 and CIL without any further clarification or justification for this 
approach.  
 
No evidence has been provided as to why public art could be regarded as strategic infrastructure 
which could be funded by CIL as well as s106.  There are no references within the Infrastructure 
Delivery Study to public art infrastructure requirements and this approach is therefore not justified 
and could lead to double counting.  
 
With regard to biodiversity enhancements, it is again unclear as to what strategic biodiversity 
enhancements are being referred to due to the lack of any explanation and any corresponding 
detail within the Regulation 123 List. If these are intended to relate to strategic projects within the 
Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Study then this should be clarified.  
 
Moreover, no explanation has been included as to what 'other infrastructure' might include. Again, 
this lack of clarity leads to concerns regarding the potential for double counting.  
 
In any event, we would stress that neither public art, nor biodiversity enhancements or strategic 
green infrastructure have been included within the Regulation 123 List and the table in Appendix A 
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no. 

Response 

is therefore inconsistent with the Draft Regulation 123 List in Appendix B.  Indeed, the same also 
applies to 'other infrastructure'.  In this context we would stress that paragraph 88 of the CIL 
Guidance states: 
 
"Where the regulation 123 list includes a generic item (such as education or transport), section 
106 contributions should not normally be sought on any specific projects in that category. Such 
site-specific contributions should only be sought where this can be justified with reference to the 
underpinning evidence on infrastructure planning made publicly available at examination." 
 
Brookgate therefore consider that the Council's approach to s106 and CIL is not consistent with 
the Government's CIL Guidance.  It is considered that there are inconsistencies between the 
approach outlined in Appendix A and the Regulation 123 List in Appendix B and that insufficient 
clarity has been provided as to how various infrastructure requirements will be funded. This 
undermines developer / investor confidence as well as the deliverability of the Draft Local Plan. 
 
Brookgate therefore object to Appendix A of the Draft Charging Schedule and consider that further 
clarity needs to be provided in respect of the delivery of transport, biodiversity, public art and other 
infrastructure. 
 
Question 6 
(28455) Brookgate are concerned that the Draft Regulation 123 list provides very limited 
information with regard to the types of projects that will be funded through CIL.  The Draft list sets 
out seven broad categories of infrastructure that will be funded by CIL.  However, no further detail 
in relation to these projects is provided and there are inconsistencies between the categories listed 
within the Draft List and the proposed approach set out within Appendix A in relation to the future 
relationship and interaction between Section 106 and CIL following the adoption of the charging 
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no. 
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schedule.   
 
There are a number of infrastructure categories referred to within Appendix A (and the draft 
Regulation 123 List in Appendix B) where it is suggested that both s106 and CIL will be used to 
fund delivery of infrastructure within these categories.  Brookgate are concerned that this provides 
insufficient clarity as to how key infrastructure necessary, or indeed critical, to the delivery of the 
Local Plan will be provided. This also leads to the prospect of double counting by the Council. 
 
Moreover, given the limited detail provided within the draft Regulation 123 List it is unclear what 
critical infrastructure will be delivered through CIL.  This lack of clarity undermines confidence in 
investing in the delivery of key projects such as the Cambridge North East Fringe and will 
ultimately undermine the deliverability of the Local Plan.  
 
There are a number of infrastructure categories where the Council's approach towards delivery of 
infrastructure remains particularly unclear. These include the delivery of transport infrastructure 
and certain categories of community infrastructure. In this context we would stress that paragraph 
86 of the CIL Guidance states: 
 
"Regulation 123 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations provides for charging 
authorities to set out a list of those projects or types of infrastructure that it intends to fund through 
they levy. This list should be based on the draft list that the charging authority prepared for the 
examination of their draft charging schedule." 
 
Paragraph 88 of the CIL Guidance goes on to state: 
 
"Where the regulation 123 list includes a generic item (such as education or transport), section 
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no. 

Response 

106 contributions should not normally be sought on any specific projects in that category. Such 
site-specific contributions should only be sought where this can be justified with reference to the 
underpinning evidence on infrastructure planning made publicly available at examination." 
 
Whilst the need for the Council to maintain a degree of flexibility is understood, Brookgate 
nonetheless consider that far more detail is required for inclusion in the Regulation 123 List to 
make it clear what infrastructure is either critical or necessary to enable the delivery of the Local 
Plan and how this will be funded.   
 
It is considered that the Regulation 123 List should support the deliverability of the Local Plan and 
the key developments identified within it in order to ensure a positive approach towards the 
delivery of development needs over the Plan period in accordance with the NPPF.   
 
Accordingly, it is important that the Regulation 123 List is clearly aligned with this and helps to 
identify and secure infrastructure which is critical or necessary to deliver these developments.  
Whilst these are generally identified within the Council's Infrastructure Delivery Study, no 
reference is made to this within the Draft Regulation 123 List and there is limited reference to this 
within the Draft Charging Schedule document in general.  
 
As a minimum it is considered that the critical CIL eligible infrastructure identified within the 
Infrastructure Delivery Study Update is included within the Regulation 123 List to make it clear that 
these will be funded through CIL. This is particularly important in the context of transport 
infrastructure where greater clarity is required as to what infrastructure is CIL eligible and which 
would be subject to s106.  
 
Moreover, Brookgate are concerned that the critical and necessary CIL eligible infrastructure of 
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 Respondent Rep 
no. 

Response 

relevance to North East Fringe is properly accounted for and included within the Regulation 123 
List to give all parties confidence in how this key development area will be delivered.   
 
Brookgate is concerned as to whether this has been properly considered within the Infrastructure 
Delivery Study due to the site's cross boundary nature. Whilst most of the site falls within the 
Cambridge Area North zone, part also falls within the Bottisham zone in South Cambridgeshire. 
However, the full nature of the potential development does not appear to have been fully 
recognised within the Study update and this raises concerns as to whether infrastructure 
requirements to deliver this strategic site and any development on adjoining sites (e.g. the Science 
Park) have been properly considered.  It is considered that this could have been more clearly 
addressed had the area been identified as a specific fringe site within the Study and the failure to 
do so appears anomalous with the approach to other Fringe sites.  
 
Having regard to the Infrastructure delivery Study and our own investigations, Brookgate consider 
that the infrastructure requirements listed within the document submitted seperately (see 
attachment) in support of our representations should be included within the Regulation 123 List 
insofar as the North East Fringe is concerned. 
 
Brookgate therefore object to Appendix B of the Draft Charging Schedule and consider that far 
greater detail and clarity needs to be provided in respect if the list of CIL eligible infrastructure 
projects identified within the Regulation 123 List to enhance the deliverability of the Local Plan and 
provide greater clarity to developers as to how critical infrastructure is to be funded and provide 
further assurance that double charging will not occur. 
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Brookgate attachment 

 

Introduction 

 

This  Technical   Note  provides   a   review  of   the   Cambridge   and  South   Cambridgeshire 

Infrastructure Delivery Study Update (Final Report) and where necessary provides 

recommendations of additional Strategic Infrastructure that could be required to support 

development in the north of Cambridge. 
 

This Technical Note focuses on physical Transport Infrastructure including highways, public 
transport, walking and cycling measures. 

Cambridge   and   South   Cambridgeshire   Infrastructure   Delivery   Study   (Final 

Report) – PBA July 2013 
 

The purpose of this report is to identify the strategic infrastructure requirements to support 
planned levels of development in Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire. The report does not 

specifically identify Chesterton Sidings as a planned development. 
 

Appendix B, C and D of the report sets out the Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire 

Infrastructure Schedules. Strategic transport infrastructure relevant to the Cambridge Northern 
Fringe is summarised in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Northern Fringe Strategic Transport Infrastructure 
 
Ref 

 
Location 

 
Year 

 
Description 

 
Development 

Relationship 

 
Cost 

 
1022 

 
Cambridge 
Area North 

 
2026-
2031 

 
Works to Milton Road 
intersection and upgrading 

 
Permitted 
Development 

 
£2,000,000 
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of Cowley Road 
 

 
060 

 
South Cambs 

District Wide 

 
2016-
2021 

 
A14 Ellington to Milton 
Highway Improvement 

 
Existing 
Deficiency 

 
£1,154,000,000 

 
1006 

 
Waterbeach 

 
2016-
2021 

 
Milton Road outbound bus 
lane, Mitchams Corner to 
Milton Park and Ride site 

 
Proposed 
Development 

 
£29,000,000 

 
1004 

 
Waterbeach 

 
2021-
2026 

 
A14/A10 Milton Interchange 
works, including free flow 
slips between A10 North 
and A14 West 

 
Proposed 
Development 

 
£86,000,000 

 
1003 

 
Waterbeach 

 
2021-
2026 

 
Dual carriageway, 
Waterbeach Barracks 

(Cambridge Research Park) 
to A14 Milton 

Interchange 

 
Proposed 
Development 

 
£79,000,000 

 
1005 

 
Waterbeach 

 
2021-
2026 

 
High quality pedestrian and 
cycle links to 

Cambridge and surrounding 
villages 

 
Proposed 
Development 

 
£16,000,000 

 
1088 

 
NW 
Cambridge 

 
2011-
2016 

 
Orbital Bus Route Transport 

 
Permitted 
Development 

 
£600,000 

 
1106 

 
Strategic for 
Both 

 
2011-
2016 

 
Northern Corridor Area 
Transport Plan Committed 

 
Permitted 
Development 

 
£3,289,256 
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Local 
Authorities 

Schemes 

 
068 

 
Strategic for 
Both 

Local 
Authorities 

 
2011-
2016 

 
Enhanced network of rights 
of way, including cycle, 
pedestrian and equestrian 
routes linking the 
development sites to the 
rest of the city. 

 
Permitted 
Development 

 
£2,000,000 

 
082 

 
Strategic for 
Both 

Local 
Authorities 

 
2016-
2021 

 
Cambridge Science Park 
Station 

 
Proposed 
Development 

 
£30,000,000 

 
1013 

 
Strategic for 
Both 

Local 
Authorities 

 
2016-
2021 

 
Chisholm Trail cycle route in 
Station Area and 
Cambridge East 

 
Existing 
deficiency 

 
£10,000,000 

 
069 

 
Strategic for 
Both 

Local 
Authorities 

 
2016-
2021 

 
Enhanced network of rights 
of way, including cycle, 
pedestrian and equestrian 
routes linking the 
development sites to the 
rest of the city. 

 
Permitted 
Development 

 
£2,000,000 

 
070 

 
Strategic for 
Both 

Local 

 
2021-
2026 

 
Enhanced network of rights 
of way, including cycle, 
pedestrian and equestrian 

 
Permitted 
Development 

 
£2,000,000 
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Authorities routes linking the 
development sites to the 
rest of the city. 

 
071 

 
Strategic for 
Both 

Local 
Authorities 

 
2026-
2031 

 
Enhanced network of rights 
of way, including cycle, 
pedestrian and equestrian 
routes linking the 
development sites to the 
rest of the city. 

 
Permitted 
Development 

 
£2,000,000 

 

Table 1 shows that the Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire Infrastructure Delivery Report 

contains a number of relevant strategic transport infrastructure schemes identified for Cambridge 

North Area, South Cambridgeshire District Wide, Waterbeach New Town, NW Cambridge Fringe 

Site, and Strategic Schemes for both Local Authorities. 
 

The schemes listed above all include a range of highways, rail, public transport and walking and 

cycle measures that would improve accessibility to developments in the Northern Fringe: 
 

• Highways: A14 Improvement Scheme (HA Scheme), A14 Interchange and A10 dualling 

(Waterbeach New Town); 

• Rail: Cambridge Science Park Station; 

• Public Transport: Milton Road outbound bus lane (Waterbeach New Town), Orbital bus 
route (Cambridge NW), ; 

• Walking and Cycling: Chisholm Trail and generic references to enhanced cycle pedestrian 
and cycle routes; and 

• Northern Corridor Area Transport Plan: which contains a range of schemes linked to 

North Cambridge (some of which have been funded and implemented)? 
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In summary the Infrastructure Delivery Report covers the key strategic transport infrastructure that 

will improve access to the Cambridge Northern Fringe. However some of the infrastructure 

improvements are linked to delivery of the Waterbeach new town. More detailed strategic 

transport infrastructure improvements could be considered for the Cambridge North area to 

support Chesterton Sidings and further intensification of development on the Cambridge Science 

Park. 

Additional Strategic Transport Options 

 

Below is a list of additional high-level strategic transport infrastructure options to facilitate growth 
in the Cambridge Northern Fringe: 

 

Table 2 Proposed Northern Fringe Strategic Transport Infrastructure 
 
Location 

 
Year 

 
Description 

 
Development 

Relationship 

 
Critical 

 
Cambridge 
Area 

North 

 
2016-
2021 

 
Milton Road Corridor Improvements. 
Including works to Milton 

Interchange, Milton Road/Cowley Road 
and Cambridge Science Park junctions, 
public realm enhancements and 
improvements to pedestrian and cycle 
infrastructure and connectivity. 

 
Existing 
Deficiency 

 
Critical 

 
Cambridge 
Area 

North 

 
2016-
2021 

 
Enhancement of cycle connections from 
Milton Road cycle bridge to Milton Road 
and surrounding areas. 

 
Existing 
Deficiency 

 
Necessary 

 
Cambridge 
Area 

 
2016-
2021 

 
Enhancement of pedestrian and cycle 
links from key employment sites to 

 
Existing 
Deficiency 

 
Necessary 
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North Cambridge and surrounding villages 

 
Cambridge 
Area 

North 

 
2016-
2021 

 
Enhancement of bus routes and 
frequencies along the Milton Road 
corridor to serve the key employment 
sites, city and surrounding villages. 

 
Proposed 
Development 

 
Necessary 

 
 

 
Question 7  
(28456) Brookgate consider that the proposed draft Instalments Policy is generally reasonable.  
However, on larger sites where an outline application has been submitted and development is to 
occur in a phased manner it will be important that a reasonable approach is taken towards phasing 
which takes account of construction and delivery considerations. This will require constructive 
engagement between the Council and developers 
 

2. Boyer Planning 
on behalf of 
Berkeley 
Homes 
(Eastern 
Counties Ltd) 

28432, 
28433, 
28434, 
28435, 
28436, 
28437, 
28438, 
28439. 

Introduction 
 
We are responding on behalf of Berkeley Homes (Eastern Counties) Ltd to the CIL Draft Charging 
Schedule consultation document (October 2013). 
 
You will no doubt be aware that Berkeley Homes have successfully progressed the Cambridge 
Riverside scheme in the heart of Cambridge, and are keen to pursue other development 
opportunities in the City going forward. It is in the context of these potential future interests that 
these comments are therefore put forward, in order to ensure that the CIL regime is as robust as 
possible. 
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You will also be aware that Berkeley Homes responded to the Preliminary Draft Charging 
Schedule (March 2013). It is noted that the Consultation Statement sets out responses to all of the 
representations previously made and that this current consultation document includes further 
detail on certain aspects of the CIL formulation process. Within these submissions the opportunity 
is therefore taken to update our comments in light of this updated material, and in the context of 
other relevant considerations. 
 
We would clarify that the objective of these representations is not to dismiss CIL, but to ensure 
that the emerging regime in Cambridge is founded on a robust and credible evidence base, and 
that it will deliver the infrastructure required to support the growth of the City in a manner that 
would not undermine the overall delivery of housing. The following comments are made in order to 
ensure that as this process proceeds towards examination, and ultimately adoption, the CIL and 
associated evidence base do not place unrealistic financial burdens on developers and 
landowners that would potentially render developments unviable. In particular regard has been 
had to Regulation 14 of the Community Infrastructure Regulations and the principal requirements 
outlined in the DCLG CIL Guidance. 
 
To assist consideration of these submissions we have sought to respond directly to the specific 
questions posed within the consultation document. 
 
1. Do you support the City Council's view that it has demonstrated a sufficient 
infrastructure funding gap to demonstrate the need to charge a Community Infrastructure 
Levy? (28432) 
 
It is understood that Cambridge City Council does not have an infrastructure delivery plan that has 
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yet been formally approved in the context of any adopted development plan document. This in 
itself is not necessarily considered to be a problem, however, as a consequence the detail of the 
infrastructure items set out in the updated Infrastructure Delivery Study (IDS), and listed in broad 
terms within the Draft Regulation 123 List, remains a valid and key area of scrutiny at this current 
stage and as the document progressing to examination. 
 
CIL guidance states that: 'Where infrastructure planning has been undertaken specifically for the 
Community Infrastructure Levy and was not tested as part of another examination, the CIL 
examiner will need to test that the evidence is sufficient in order to confirm the aggregate 
infrastructure funding gap and total target amount that the authority proposes to raise through the 
Levy'. 
 
The consultation document itself does not appear to explain the basis for concluding that there is 
no difference between the total costs of identified infrastructure projects for Cambridge City 
(excluding fringe sites) and Fringe Sites (both local authorities) and the aggregate funding gap for 
these categories. This implies that alternative funding sources have been categorically ruled out 
for the purpose of this exercise, the rationale for which has not been made clear either within the 
document or the updated IDS. 
 
By the same token the wording within the consultation document implies that the difference 
between the total Strategic Infrastructure (both local authorities) and that specified as the 
aggregate funding gap for such projects relevant to Cambridge City should be accounted for on 
the basis that these relate to the projects falling within the administrative boundary of the City 
(para. 4.3.14). Table 4.11 of the updated IDS, however, suggests that this figure is a total for both 
districts, and that the difference does reflect the availability of both public and private funding in 
this instance. 
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Both aspects would benefit from clarification within the document itself, and may indeed have a 
significant bearing on the overall CIL eligible infrastructure costs related to growth within 
Cambridge City itself. 
 
On a similar theme it is also unclear how the respective costs associated with the Fringe Sites will 
be apportioned between the two local authority areas in practice, given that this cost has been 
presented as a single joint one. 
 
It is welcomed that the IDS has been updated since that which was available at the previous 
consultation stage, and that part of this updating process has included clarifying whether 
infrastructure identified is related to permitted or proposed developments, and removing schemes 
that have been completed, are already under construction or that are no longer needed to support 
development. It is considered that the IDS remains somewhat aspirational rather than setting out a 
clear route map to delivery of the proposed Local Plan strategy, and that the full justification for 
charging CIL has not necessarily been clearly stated for all items. 
 
On balance it is not considered that the above issues cut across the overall requirement for 
implementation of CIL, but that the overall extent of the funding gap would benefit from further 
clarification in respect of the matters raised. 
 
2. Do you support the City Council's view that the proposed rates are informed by and 
consistent with, the evidence on economic viability across Cambridge City? (28433) 
 
Berkeley Homes remains of the view that assumptions applied to the viability assessment are not 
always the most appropriate, have not been adequately justified, and note that such concerns 
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were also raised by other respondents to the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule consultation. 
 
Proposed Residential CIL Rate 
 
It is considered that the residential rate of £125/sqm is too high in comparison with the rates set by 
other comparable Local Authorities. Whilst we recognise that each Local Authority area (and 
housing market) experiences differing sales and land values and therefore it is necessary to 
assess the viability in the context of the particular circumstances of an area, it is considered that 
there is benefit in comparing the proposed CIL charging rate in Cambridge with other Local 
Authorities in the sub-region, and in turn with comparable urban areas further afield. There are 
also some valuable lessons to be learned from the experiences of Local Authorities who have 
already been through the examination process. 
 
Our previous submissions to the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule provided a summary of the 
situation in respect of CIL for other Local Authorities in the Greater Cambridge area, including 
those within Cambridgeshire and into Suffolk (for those areas considered to form part of the sub-
region associated with Cambridge). Since this time it is known that the residential rate for South 
Cambridgeshire is being proposed at £100/sqm, and therefore lower than that for Cambridge City. 
Whilst the comments in the consultation response document pointing out that South 
Cambridgeshire is the City's only true neighbour it is felt that it remains relevant to consider the 
context of the wider sub-region. 
 
It can be seen that there is considerable variation in the charging levels that have either been 
proposed or already agreed. In particular it is notable that in none of the other authorities has the 
charge been set at such a high level as that proposed for Cambridge. Out of those adopted to date 
the highest levels are seen at Ely (Rest of District) at just £90/sqm, and in the form of a blanket 
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figure of just £85/sqm for Huntingdonshire. 
 
Whilst it can be seen that the proposed level for Peterborough does reach £110 (albeit not yet 
progressed to examination stage), this is on the basis of no affordable housing being provided at 
this particular level. If affordable housing is to be included the level drops significantly depending 
on the scale of the site, in recognition of the impact that such provision will undoubtedly have on 
viability of schemes. 
 
A further summary of the situation for a number of comparable urban areas slightly further afield 
was also presented in our previous submissions. It is interesting to note that in Colchester, 
although the proposed residential rate is fairly high at £120/sqm, the Council have elected to 
review this and to undertake further viability assessment work in light of comments received in this 
regard. The other two authorities listed are of perhaps even greater interest. 
 
The CIL for Oxford, which is a clearly comparable settlement (being a historic university city, 
constrained by Green Belt) has been approved and adopted at a rate of just £100/sqm. It should 
also be highlighted that average house prices in Oxford are in fact substantially higher than those 
for Cambridge, at £403,256 compared with £340,366, albeit that it is acknowledged that this 
should not necessarily in itself dictate the level at which CIL is set.  
 
In relation to Norwich it is considered that there are clear lessons to be learned from the 
conclusions of the Inspector examining the CIL for the Greater Norwich Development Partnership 
area (including Norwich, Broadland and South Norfolk Districts). The Inspector stated in his 
summary that: 
 
"the evidence shows that the rates proposed for residential development are too high and would 
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pose a significant threat to the viability of housing development in the area. However, I consider 
that such non-compliance with the drafting requirements can be remedied by the making of 
modifications which I recommend. Such modifications are specified at Appendix A to this report 
and are designed to reduce the residential rates by around 35%. Subject to such modifications the 
draft is approved." 
 
In his conclusions, he goes on to state that, "the rates suggested would not meet the NPPF 
requirement that they "support and incentivise new development." In that instance the Inspector 
has recommended a level of £75/sqm for the Greater Norwich Area. 
 
This analysis identifies that the rates proposed within the Draft Charging Schedule for Cambridge 
are significantly higher than other Local Authorities assessed. It is considered that Cambridge City 
Council should caution against setting a significantly higher levy when compared to authorities 
within the sub- region including the neighbouring South Cambridgeshire District. This could 
potentially render house building within Cambridge less attractive than neighbouring authorities by 
placing additional financial burdens on the development industry. This is particularly the case in 
respect of this charge being in addition to other items that may remain to be sought via Section 
106 Agreements including the funding and provision of affordable housing at relatively high levels. 
 
This relationship will clearly be crucial in affecting the overall viability of developments, and whilst 
the need for housing is acknowledged, including that for affordable provision, it would be counter-
productive to harm the delivery prospects of housing in Cambridgeshire due to insufficient 
consideration being given to the implications of these competing demands. In this regard some 
comfort is taken from the conclusions of the Viability Assessment that the affordable housing 
proportion should not be increased and that a flexible approach to such policy requirements 
should be applied in view of the fixed and non-negotiable nature of the CIL charge (Para. 22). 
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Viability Assessment Assumptions 
 
Further to our submissions at the previous stage, we would, in summary, raise the following points 
in relation to some of the assumptions on which the viability assessment has been based: 
 
* The rationale for adopting a figure of £1,000 per unit for Section 106 costs that would potentially 
be payable in addition to the CIL charge is unclear, and is considered to represent an 
underestimate. It is also felt that the further notional sum for site improvement works in relation to 
strategic scale sites of £400,000 per gross hectare would typically be exceeded, if indeed this is 
intended to cover on-site works including highways and other infrastructure works which could 
easily absorb this alone in some cases. In addition there are inevitably abnormal on-site costs 
which need to be taken into account on a site-by-site basis, albeit that prediction of such issues 
are appreciated to be difficult through this standardised approach; 
 
* We remain unclear as to whether the allowance made in relation to sustainable build costs fully 
accords with the policy requirements into the future in respect of expectations for staged increases 
in Code for Sustainable Homes levels. The appraisal appears to assume that all dwellings will be 
built to Code Level 4 in the context of the Code for Sustainable Homes. It is considered likely that 
the majority of dwellings from allocations made within the emerging Local Plan will be delivered in 
the post-2016 period where different building regulation requirements could come into play. This 
will inevitably add to the build costs over and above those assumed within the Viability 
Assessment, albeit that it is recognised that some sensitivity testing associated with achievement 
of Code Level 5 has been factored into the assessment. Greater clarification is therefore required 
as to the rationale for adoption of the 5.85% allowance for sustainable construction measures; 
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* Whilst it is welcomed that consideration has rightly been given to the range of fees likely to be 
incurred in the process of promoting and securing planning permission on a site, and that the 
allowances made for many of the usual elements are broadly correct, we would raise a number of 
brief comments as follows: 
 
o In relation to assumptions on marketing costs we previously asserted that a figure of 4% of 
market turnover would be considered appropriate. In response the viability assessment 
consultants defend 3% as a suitable market norm, but agree that 4% would not be unreasonable 
as an upper end assumption (within the overall range 1.5-6%). Given acceptance of this range we 
feel that 4% would be more in line with the middle of this range (3.75%) than the 3% suggested 
and should therefore be applied to the assessment. Whilst this may appear a minor deviation it 
could have a significant impact on the robustness of the assumptions applied; 
 
o In relation to legal fees it is felt that application of a standard rate of £750 per unit is also in 
danger of under-estimating the cost associated with this element. It is recommended that this 
would be more appropriately applied at a rate per dwelling, with at least 0.5% of market turnover 
allowed to cover conveyancing of the completed units alone. 
 
3. Do you support the City Council's view that the rates proposed represent an appropriate 
balance between the desirability of funding infrastructure and the need to maintain the 
overall viability of growth across the district? (28434)  
 
In line with our response to Question 3, it is considered that the proposed residential rate fails to 
strike an appropriate balance between these competing objectives. The need to ensure delivery of 
housing is a major thrust of Government policy within the NPPF, as too is that of building a strong 
and competitive economy. Given the importance of Cambridge itself as an economic driver on a 
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regional and national scale, and the acknowledged need for delivery of housing to support and 
engender such growth in a sustainable manner, it is crucial that delivery of housing is not harmed 
or put at risk to any extent through the setting of a CIL rate that is too high. Whilst it is equally true 
that the NPPF also highlights the importance of social and environmental considerations, and it 
would be naïve to consider that appropriate and necessary infrastructure is not also relevant to 
economic performance, it is evident that the City has acute housing needs, such that this must be 
the overriding consideration. 
 
4. Do you support the City Council's view that the proposed rates would not threaten 
delivery of the Draft Cambridge Local Plan 2014? (28435)  
 
No. See answer to Question 3 above. 
 
5. Do you support, object or have any comments to make in relation to Appendix A - the 
interaction between Section 106 and CIL following the adoption of the charging schedule? 
(28436)  
 
Berkeley Homes welcome the fact that consideration is being given to amending the guidance 
within the SPD on Planning Obligations in order to clarify the intended scaling back of the use of 
Section 106 Agreements and the interaction between the two charging regimes. The initial notes 
that set out how this could potentially work, as contained within Appendix A, and in particular the 
explanation within Table 1, are particularly helpful in providing further understanding of the 
practical application of the two regimes. This is certainly a significant improvement on the position 
within the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule consultation material, where there appeared to be 
instances of clear overlap, fuelling concern over the potential for double counting, as we had 
previously highlighted. 
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Ultimately, however, this cannot be considered to be a wholly adequate process, on which firm 
conclusions can be drawn, until the draft SPD has been made available in full to enable this to be 
reviewed and assessed alongside the proposed CIL regime. It is understood that this is due to be 
made available alongside the Submission Version CIL Charging Schedule and therefore Berkeley 
Homes would reserve the right to provide additional comments in this regard once this has 
happened. 
 
The relationship between CIL, at whatever level it is set, and the scope for additional site-specific 
items to be dealt with by Section 106 Agreements remains a key matter in determining whether 
the eventual charging schedule is ultimately acceptable and has been reasonably framed. It is 
welcomed that the importance of needing to avoid scope for double-counting/charging has been 
recognised within the document, including acknowledgement that this would be unlawful. 
 
Key components of this balancing act include ensuring that the CIL is set at an appropriate level 
and avoiding double-counting. The CIL Guidance issued by DCLG in December 2012 states the 
following in this regard, at Para. 88: 
 
"Where the Regulation 123 list includes a generic item (such as education or transport), section 
106 contributions should not normally be sought on any specific projects in that category. Such 
site-specific contributions should only be sought where this can be justified with reference to 
underpinning evidence on infrastructure planning made publicly available at examination." 
 
Whilst it is still too early to conclude that such double-counting is proposed, the further guidance 
that is now provided appears encouraging in having set the basis for ensuring that such double-
counting would not occur. 
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6. Do you support or object to the Draft Regulation 123 list outlined at Appendix B of the 
consultation document? (28437)  
 
Berkeley Homes welcome inclusion of a draft Regulation 123 List, regardless of whether this is 
strictly required at this stage or not. It is considered that this does in theory help to clarify what 
items would be included within the CIL regime and could not therefore lawfully fall to be the 
subject of a separate Section 106 contribution. As such this does begin to provide a greater 
degree of certainty that double-counting would be avoided, notwithstanding that this will only be 
capable of being more readily understood once the draft Planning Obligations SPD has been 
published for consultation. 
 
7. Do you support or object to the draft instalment policy attached at Appendix D to the 
consultation document? (28438)  
 
Berkeley Homes welcomes and support the principle of an instalment policy to facilitate the 
spreading of payments for which a developer may be liable over a longer period than the default 
60 days from commencement of relevant schemes. Whilst it is noted that this is not due to form a 
focus of the examination we would urge that such provisions are pursued and ultimately adopted 
alongside the CIL Charging Schedule. 
 
Such measures will certainly assist implementation of developments in enabling what may amount 
to quite considerable costs to be spread over an appropriate time period rather than simply 
requiring these up-front, which can over-burden developments from the outset. It is considered 
that the number of stages, time periods expressed and balance of payments at each stage that 
has been proposed within the draft policy have been appropriately framed relative to the scale of 
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project and extent of CIL liability involved. 
 
8. Do you have any other comments supporting or objecting to the Draft charging Schedule 
Consultation Document or associated evidence? (28439) 
 
Berkeley Homes raised a number of concerns at the initial Preliminary CIL Charging Schedule 
stage. In summary these were as follows: 
 
* It is of fundamental importance to avoid double counting, consistent with assertions in the DCLG 
CIL Guidance, and clarification is required in this regard, particularly in relation to the broad areas 
outlined at Para. 2.4.1, where there are current overlaps seemingly present; 
* The need to support the timely provision of much-needed housing in Cambridge is also of 
considerable importance, and therefore particular care needs to be exercised in the setting of the 
CIL charging schedule at a level which will ensure that this crucial objective is not prejudiced; 
* Comparisons with neighbouring authorities where CIL has progressed towards or beyond 
adoptions suggest that the residential charge for Cambridge is too high, and could render house- 
building in the City less attractive than alternative options in the surrounding area, particularly in 
the context of a requirement in the NPPF that this should support and incentivise development; 
* The relationship between CIL (as a non-negotiable charge) and other Section 106 
contributions,and in particular affordable housing, is particularly significant and is one which needs 
to be considered carefully, in terms of the relative setting of both elements, and in turn the 
application of flexibility in relation to the latter such that overall delivery is not harmed; 
* Care needs to be exercised in respect of assumptions made within the Viability Assessment in 
relation to sales rates, build costs and fees, all of which will have a significant bearing on the 
outcomes in terms of viability conclusions. 
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It was recognised that the preliminary consultation stage represented the beginning of an evolving 
process. It is considered that the Council has taken the opportunity to address a number of these 
issues and concerns through refinement of the evidence base, most notably the review of the IDS, 
and further development of the anticipated revised guidance in the form of the Planning 
Obligations SPD, and the Regulation 123 List. Berkeley Homes does however remain concerned 
about some of the assumptions on which the viability assessment is based and more generally 
that the level at which CIL is to be levied on residential developments is too high. Certainly this is 
the case relative to other comparable cities and other districts within the sub-region. Ultimately the 
fear is that setting the rate significantly higher than neighbouring areas will supress the delivery of 
housing for which there is an acute need at present, both generally and in support of growth for 
this key economic driver for the region as a whole. 
 
 
9. Attend Examination? 
 
Berkley Homes do not specifically wish to attend the examination, although would like to reserve 
the right to respond to the Inspector's list of matters and issues through further written 
representations. 
 
 

3. Countryside 
Properties  

28423, 
28424, 
28425, 
28426, 
28427, 
28428, 

(28423 – Question 1) The need to charge a Community Infrastructure Levy is supported. It is 
evident from the Infrastructure Delivery Study Update that there is a significant infrastructure 
funding gap.  As such, it is accepted that there is a need for the imposition of Community 
Infrastructure Levy within Cambridge. Given the extent of the funding gap identified there will be a 
need to carefully prioritise the projects which are funded by any CIL collected to ensure that new 
development areas have access to sufficient services. 
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28429, 
28430  

 
It is noted that the evidence on economic viability has not been updated since the publication of 
the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule.  
 
(28424 – Question 2) Countryside Properties considers that given the Council's Viability 
Assessment recommended range for a viable residential CIL rate is between £100persqm and 
£150persqm, the imposition of a residential CIL rate of £125persqm across the city has the 
potential to render developments in lower value areas unviable. As such the proposed rates are 
not considered to be consistent with the evidence on economic viability. 
 
The DCS (para.4.5.1) states that 'on very large developments [Planning Obligations] could also 
extend to strategic infrastructure such as new schools, primary healthcare, strategic highway and 
transportation improvements'. In the absence of a fully developed s106 SPG to provide clarity on 
exactly how the City Council will apply this policy, the assumption in the Viability Assessment of 
s106 costs appears to be a significant under-estimate, especially for the larger sites. In respect of 
contributions towards new schools, Appendix A states that contributions towards education will be 
collected via CIL, explaining that the Local Plan does not contain any new proposed development 
sites large enough to necessitate the provision of a primary or secondary school on site. As there 
are no allocated sites that will provide on-site education provision, para.4.5.1 should be amended 
to delete references new schools in the list of strategic infrastructure on very large developments. 
 
The Council has not therefore met Regulation 14 requirements to strike the appropriate balance 
between desirability of funding CIL and the potential effects of the imposition of CIL on the 
economic viability of development across its area. 
 
(28425 – Question 3) Countryside Properties supports the principle of a single residential charge 
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across the City. However, this should be set at a level that does not in itself undermine potential 
viability in any part of the City. The Viability Assessment concludes that the appropriate range for a 
residential CIL in Cambridge is £100-£150persqm.  
 
The Council's rejection of a tiered payment of residential CIL rates dependant on location is 
accepted due to the complexities in defining appropriate geographical boundaries, and that there 
is unlikely to be significant development in higher value areas. These reasons are valid and 
reasonable. However, part of the reason for this complexity is due to the varying levels of viability 
across the city. The adoption of a single CIL rate derived from the median figure of the suggested 
parameters therefore is by default likely to cause viability issues in lower value locations. If the 
Council is to adopt this single rate approach, it is considered that the appropriate CIL rate would 
be at the bottom of the range of parameters (£100persqm) identified in the Council's own viability 
assessment to ensure the maximum number of developments remain viable. This would most 
appropriately promote growth and development in accordance with the NPPF.  
 
Therefore, Countryside Properties objects to the CIL rate of £125persqm for residential and would 
propose the rate should be set at no higher than £100persqm to accord with the findings of the 
Viability Assessment and to ensure the CIL rate does not threaten viability in any part of the City. 
The Council has not therefore met Regulation 14 requirements to strike the appropriate balance 
between desirability of funding CIL and the potential effects of the imposition of CIL on the 
economic viability of development across its area. 
 
(28426 – Question 4) Residential: 
Given that the Council's viability consultants found that suitable parameters for residential CIL 
rates were between £100/sqm and £150/sqm, and that the Council have chosen a rate of 
£125/sqm it is considered that the proposed residential rate could threaten delivery of the Local 
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Plan in the lower value areas of the City.  
 
Retail: 
As developers of smaller retail development as part of new neighbourhoods and urban extensions, 
Countryside Properties believe there is an important distinction to be made between superstores 
and neighbourhood centres in relation to convenience retail. Whilst on an individual unit basis, a 
small format convenience store (eg Tesco Metro) may look highly viable, the profit they generate 
is generally needed to help subsidise the provision of other retail units within neighbourhood 
centres. If CIL is applied unilaterally to convenience retail units, it will have a significant impact on 
the viability of neighbourhood centres and is likely to lead to the delivery of these facilities being 
either delayed until much later in the development programme or being put on hold indefinitely.  
The Council has not therefore met Regulation 14 requirements to strike the appropriate balance 
between desirability of funding CIL and the potential effects of the imposition of CIL on the 
economic viability of development across its area. 
 
(28427 Question 5) Countryside Properties object to Appendix A 'The Interaction between S106 
and CIL following the adoption of a charging schedule. 
 
The Draft Regulation 123 list is considered to be overly brief and generic. As such, Appendix A 
provides no certainty on which infrastructure items will be funded through S106 and which through 
CIL. Rather than provide increased clarity on contributions developments will be expected to make 
this causes confusion on this issue. 
 
Appendix A sets out, for a number of infrastructure items, a reliance on the fact that no more than 
5 developments will contribute towards any one infrastructure project. It is not clear how this will 
work in practice and there is concern that this would result in either double counting of 
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contributions or a lack of service provision.  
 
For example, in respect of outdoor sports facilities, it is presumed that the Council will only accept 
five contributions to any one project. It is questioned whether when this has occurred the Council 
will seek contributions towards another project or cease to collect contributions? If towards another 
project how will the Council be able to provide any certainty that these will be provided in a 
location which is accessible from the new developments, thereby meeting the tests of Regulation 
122. Additionally, should less than 5 developments come forward, there is a risk that through the 
application of this approach outdoor sports facilities would not be fully funded, leaving a further 
funding gap or would not be funded at all.  
 
In regards Transport, Appendix A states that Strategic Transport Infrastructure will be funded 
through CIL and other transport on site as part of developments. There is no definition of what 
constitutes Strategic Transport Infrastructure and neither Appendix A nor the Draft Regulation 123 
list gives any detail on this. It is accepted that in accordance with Regulation 122 a development 
should provide works which are directly related to the site. However, transport works which are 
remote to the development are sometimes required. At present Appendix A and the Draft 
Regulation 123 list give no certainty over whether this would constitute strategic transport. 
 
Appendix A states that "CIL funds could be used to address the cumulative impacts of 
development on the sustainable transport network", we would query how it could be determined 
whether transport infrastructure improvements are needed because of cumulative impacts or 
whether they are site specific. There is a risk that the liability for provision of transport works would 
change for developments coming forward later in the plan period, due to greater known cumulative 
effects. 
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In respect of the provision of Allotments, Appendix A states "For the most part it will not be 
practical to deliver allotments on site in the built up area of the city. Financial contributions will be 
restricted to 5 obligations per project. The introduction of a threshold above which financial 
contributions would be sought in-lieu of on-site provision may be the most practical approach." 
Given the accepted difficulty of providing this form of infrastructure on site it is considered that the 
most appropriate form of contributing to towards its provision would be via CIL. There is no 
guarantee that 5 developments which generate a need for allotment provision would be sufficiently 
closely located to gain benefit from the facility, or provide sufficient funds to pay for it. 
Tables 2 and 3 appear to show that if to date CIL had been collected, rather than S106 
contributions, a significantly lower level of total contribution would have been collected by the 
Council. It is assumed that the desire to continue to fund infrastructure through pooled 
contributions, as set out in Appendix A, is driven by this potential shortfall in future contributions. 
 
(28428 -  Question 6) Countryside Properties object to the Draft Regulation 123 list. The Draft 
Regulation 123 list is considered to be overly brief and generic. The result of this is the potential 
for double counting contributions, due to ambiguity on what infrastructure is covered by the 
Regulation 123 list. 
 
We have particular concern in respect of transport. Large scale developments often require works 
to the highways network remote from the development site in order to mitigate impacts. It is 
unclear from the published information where the line will be drawn between what is development 
specific and what is strategic. 
 
This ambiguity has the opposite effect to that intended of CIL; as it fails to bring an increased 
certainty to the contributions developments will be expected to make. 
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(28429 – Question 7) The introduction of an instalment policy within the Draft Charging Schedule 
is supported. The payment of CIL provides a significant upfront cost to developments which can 
impact upon the cash flow, and therefore viability, of development projects. As such, the 
staggering of costs through instalments will help to increase viability and thereby promote growth. 
However, the timescales for instalment payments which have been proposed are considered to be 
insufficiently long to be effective and there is no evidence presented for the reasoning on the 
timing of payments proposed.  
 
As set out, on the basis of an average dwelling size of 85sqm, developments of 47 dwellings or 
more would be required to pay all CIL charges within 2 1/2 years  of commencement of the 
scheme; with the largest payment payable 2 years after commencement. 
Large scale development projects can take many years to be built out and sold, and where large 
scale infrastructure works are required it can be over a year before a dwelling is able to be sold. 
Therefore the need to pay the bulk of the CIL liability within 2 years of commencement and the 
levy in its entirety by 2 1/2 years is considered to be overly onerous. It is considered that the 
instalment policy should be revised to allow a longer timeframe for larger scale projects to pay the 
levy, with the largest payment being the final instalment. 
 
(28430 - Question 8) Exceptional Circumstances Relief - The non-inclusion of an exceptional 
circumstances relief mechanism is objected to. Countryside Properties has extensive experience 
in developing large strategic sites that require major infrastructure both on-site and off-site, 
covered through a combination of s106 and s278 agreements. It is likely that larger, strategic 
schemes will have to pay obligations larger than CIL liabilities in order to provide on-site 
infrastructure. South Cambridgeshire District Council has chosen to zero rate strategic 
developments within its Draft Preliminary CIL Charging Schedule due to the high on-site 
infrastructure costs. It is accepted that Cambridge City Council may not wish to take this approach; 
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however, if this is the case it is considered that the Council should provide for exceptional 
circumstances relief so as not to stifle strategic developments with onerous levels of contribution; 
as well as providing certainty on the delivery of infrastructure. 
 

4. Deloitte Real 
Estate on 
behalf of Grand 
Arcade 
Partnership 

28468, 
28469, 
28470  

Representation on Behalf of GAP 
 
In this instance, we are writing to object to the retail CIL charge of £75 psm across the City 
boundary. We have prepared our response utilising the Council's consultation forms and 
questions, which are set out below: 
 
2. Do you support the City Council's view that thee proposed rates are informed by and consistent 
with, the evidence on economic viability across Cambridge City? (28468) 
 
Object 
The Council's evidence base is set out in its consultant's report on viability: Cambridge City 
Council Local Plan Review - Viability Community Infrastructure Levy Viability Assessment, dated 
February 2013, Dixon Searle LLP (Viability Study)  
 
Figures 5 & 7 on Pages 16 & 26, respectively, of the Viability Study set out the commercial 
development types that have been tested across the City. For retail uses, these include: 
 
* city centre retail; 
* large retail (supermarkets, assumed to be out of centre); 
* large retail (retail warehouses, assumed to be out of centre); and 
* small retail (including comparison A1 - A5, convenience stores, food and drink, financial services, 
various locations). 
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The conclusions of the Council's own viability evidence suggests (p.65 first bullet of Viability 
Study), that a more complex charging rate approach, by retail development type can be supported. 
This assertion is then followed by 3.4.3 of the Viability Study which states "a CIL charging rate for 
the larger retail types considered and most often associated with edge of town / out of town 
development (supermarket and retail warehousing formats could certainly [support] £100 psm to 
£150 psm." 
 
On this basis, there is a very clear distinction in viability between city centre retail (able to support 
£75 psm retail CIL rate), and out of centre retail, specifically supermarkets and retail warehouses 
(able to support £100 psm to £150 psm retail CIL rates). 
 
As stated in para 3.4.13 of the Viability Study, the key factor differentiating the two types of retail 
scenarios (city centre and out of centre) is the value / cost relationship related to the type of 
premises and the use of them. The relationship is more positive for generally out of town / edge of 
town stores, which improves overall viability and creates a strong basis for a higher CIL charge 
than more complex and relatively more expensive city centre retail development. 
 
We therefore recommend that the Council aligns its Draft Charging Schedule with its own 
evidence base and creates two distinct retail charges based on zones: 
 
* City Centre retail: £75 psm 
* Out of Centre retail: £100 to £150 psm 
 
3. Do you support the City Council's view that the rates proposed represent an appropriate 
balance between the desirability of funding infrastructure and the need to maintain the overall 
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viability of growth across the District? (28469)  
 
Object 
The proposed flat rate for retail does not adequately address the differences in infrastructure costs 
associated with out of centre retail development and town / city centre development respectively.  
 
Unlike town / city centre locations, which already benefit from strong and sustainable infrastructure 
provision, out of centre schemes more often than not require a greater degree of infrastructure 
investment. A differential rate should be applied in order to take account of this disconnect. 
 
There is a significant amount of growth planned in the City across the emerging Plan Period (and 
in the wider Cambridgeshire area). However, the City Centre is already densely developed and 
constrained, and there will inevitably be considerable pressure from developers and landowners 
wishing to bring forward 'out of centre' retail schemes which do not necessarily accord with the 
City's emerging retail policies. 
 
The cost of infrastructure associated with out of centre development should be borne by those 
promoting these types of schemes (if in the event they come forward). 
 
There is clearly scope to increase the rate up to a level not exceeding £150 psm in respect of 
these types of schemes and, as evidenced by the Council's Viability Study, this would not 
undermine the overall viability of growth across the City. 
 
4.   Do you support the City Council's view that the proposed rates would not threaten delivery of 
the Draft Cambridge Local Plan 2014? (28470) 
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Object 
The proposed retail flat rate threatens the delivery of the City's town centre first policies contained 
within the Draft Cambridge Local Plan 2014. 
 
As noted above, the Council proposes a single approach based on a retail rate set at £75 psm. 
The City Council's justification for this rate appears to stem from the Viability Study which asserts 
that this rate "could be the most appropriate response for retail charging in Cambridge, given the 
forms of and locations for development that are considered most relevant". 
 
This statement does not provide sufficient comfort on the issue, because the Council's retail 
policies, whilst clearly aimed at promoting the 'town centres first' approach, may not necessarily be 
enough to prevent the delivery of out of centre retail across the emerging Plan Period. 
 
Significant growth is planned across the Cambridgeshire region and in light of this, there will be 
considerable pressure from developers and land owners to capture this growth through retail 
development in out of centre locations. 
 
The proposed retail flat rate offers little or no incentive for developers to focus retail investment in 
the City Centre which, due to its historic and constrained nature, will undoubtedly present complex 
challenges, particularly in terms of bringing forward the type of development that will appeal to the 
modern day retailer and its customers. 
 
It is not beyond the realms of possibility that out of centre development will come forward across 
the Plan Period, despite the City's best endeavours to promote a town centres first approach. 
 
The flat rate serves only to encourage developers to look to sites outside of the City Centre where 
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the cost of delivering retail schemes is much reduced and which can offer more flexibility in terms 
of the type of schemes that can be delivered. 
 

5. Iceni Projects 
Ltd on behalf of 
the Anderson 
Group 

28459 Question 8 
Iceni Projects Limited (Iceni) has been instructed on behalf of our client, The Anderson Group, to 
write to you in respect of the Cambridge City Council (CCC) Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
Draft Charging Schedule which is currently out for public consultation until the 9th December 
2013. 
 
These representations are made against the background of the CIL Regulations (2010) as 
amended, most recently in 2013, together with theGovernment's 'Community Infrastructure Levy: 
Consultation on further Regulatory Reforms' consultation response which was published in 
October 2013. This latter document sets out the objective of laying new regulations in Parliament 
before the end of the year, to come into effect - subject to the Parliamentary process - by the end 
of January 2014. 
 
The Anderson Group has an interest in a number of sites within the Cambridge City Council 
administrative area. The projects that the company seek to develop rely heavily on the finely 
balanced viability of each development. It is within this context that these representations are 
made. 
 
Exceptional Relief Policy 
As set out in Regulation 57 of the CIL Regulations the Government makes provision for 
developers to put forward a case for 'exceptional circumstances' for developments that would 
become unviable due to the planning obligations and infrastructure levy imposed. The regulation 
allows developers to carry out an 'open book' approach to be agreed by an independent valuer 
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and for the charging authority to consider such cases on their merits. 
 
The Council's draft schedule sets out that they do not wish to allow such exceptions. The 
justification for this is provided within paragraph 6.5.4 of the draft schedule which states that it 
would "impose an additional level of complexity in the administration and management of the CIL 
charge." This is considered to be an unsatisfactory justification for opting for such an inflexible 
position. It is strongly considered that Council should be open to reviewing 'exceptional 
circumstances' in all cases where an obligation is in place (as discussed further below) and it is 
recommended that the draft schedule is amended accordingly. 
 
The criteria for what constitutes  'exceptional circumstances' should  be  reviewed to  reflect the 
forthcoming alterations to Regulation 55 of the CIL Regulations. Question 20 of the Government's 
recent consultation document seeks responses on whether to remove the provision which requires 
a planning obligation of greater value than the levy charge. The response to this question saw 102 
of respondents voting for this clause to be removed. Following this, the document states that the 
Government wish to proceed with this change. The proposed relief policy will enable developers to 
demonstrate a case for 'exceptional circumstances' on any development where an obligation (of 
any value) is made and the payment of the levy would have an unacceptable impact on the 
economic viability the development. 
 
The rationale is to provide greater flexibility to Local Authorities and developers. The Anderson 
Group strongly upholds that this is the correct approach to adopt and the Council should adapt 
paragraph 6.5.3 to reflect this forthcoming amendment to the Regulations.  
 
Payment in Kind 
The Anderson Group support the Council's positive stance towards accepting payments in kind for 
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CIL. We consider that payment in kind can enable developers, users and authorities to have more 
certainty about the timescale over which certain infrastructure items will be delivered. In some 
cases it may also be more cost-effective for a developer to provide this infrastructure than it would 
be for the local authority to procure it themselves. 
 
However, we have two comments to make based on questions 8 and 9 of the Government's 
recent consultation campaign. 
 
Question 8, asks whether it would be appropriate for the levy liability to be paid (in whole or in 
part) through the provision of both land and/or on-site or off-site infrastructure? The response was 
that 87%  of  respondents  agreed  that  in  kind  payments  should  be  approached  this  way.  It 
is recommended that the wording of the draft schedule is amended to make provision for in kind 
payments to be made to include off-site infrastructure in order to reflect the likely alterations to be 
made to the regulations by the forthcoming 2014 amendment. 
 
Question 9 relates to calculating the value of infrastructure to be deducted from the levy. The 
question asks whether actual construction costs and fees related to works should be included. The 
response was that 83% of respondents agreed these costs should be incorporated. It is 
recommended that the Council's draft schedule is adapted to specifically include actual 
construction costs and fees relating to the construction of infrastructure in order to reflect the likely 
alterations to be made to the regulations by the forthcoming 2014 amendment. 
 
We trust that these representations are clear and can be fully taken into account in consideration 
of the current consultation. 
 

6. RPS Planning 28460 (28460 – Question 2) 
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and 
Development 
on behalf of 
Costco & 
Wholesale UK 
Ltd 
 

1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Costco Wholesale UK Ltd which operates sui 
generis wholesale warehouse clubs.  Access to the warehouse clubs is only available to Costco's 
Trade Members and Individual Members. 
 
2 RPS wish to request the right to be heard by the Draft CIL Charging Schedule Examiner at the 
CIL examination and also request notification of the draft schedule being submitted to the 
examiner, the publication of the recommendations of the examiner and the approval of the 
charging schedule. 
 
Costco Use Class 
3 Costco was created to serve the needs of its Trade Members, small business owners who are 
typically forced to pay a premium for small purchases from traditional wholesale distributors and 
who cannot otherwise obtain their full range of product needs from any single source. 
 
4 Costco has been found on numerous occasions by the Secretary of State to be a sui generis use 
and is defined as such in the Use Classes Order 1987 (as amended) (Article 3(6)(k)). 
 
5 Costco's primary function is that of a wholesale B8 warehouse but as the business is also open 
to a limited number of Individual Members, who pay an annual membership fee, the warehouse 
clubs are classed as a sui generis use.  The Secretary of State has described the business as 
65% B8 and 35% A1.  This description reflects the sales proportions of the business.  Applications 
for a Costco warehouse club are accompanied by a S106 Agreement which states that at least 
65% of the turnover of the warehouse will be from sales to Trade Members. 
 
6 Costco's warehouse club operation is most akin to a cash and carry operation.   Costco's main 
competitors are cash and carry operators such as Makro, Booker and Batleys, many of whom 
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operate under B8 consents. 
 
7 Under the Council's current Draft CIL Charging Schedule, however, Costco's competitors would 
not pay any CIL whist Costco would be liable to pay £75 per sqm. 
 
CIL Viability 
8 The Community Infrastructure Levy, An Overview, dated May 2011 (CLG Overview Note) makes 
it clear that contributions should not be set at levels which will discourage development. It states at 
paragraph 23: 
 
"Charging authorities wishing to introduce the levy should propose a rate which does not put at 
serious risk the overall development of their area. They will need to draw on the infrastructure 
planning that underpins the development strategy for their area. Charging authorities will use that 
evidence to strike an appropriate balance between the desirability of funding infrastructure from 
the levy and the potential effects of the levy upon economic viability of development across their 
area." 
 
9 Paragraph 25 goes on to indicate: 
"Charging authorities will need to strike an appropriate balance between the desirability of funding 
infrastructure from the levy and the potential effects of the imposition of the levy upon economic 
viability of developments across their area." 
 
10 Costco is a sui generis use, and by definition it stands alone and does not fit into any defined 
use class.  It is almost impossible to undertake a "one size fits all" viability assessment for the full 
range of sui generis uses, but if one was undertaken it would need to ensure that developments 
such as MOT testing stations, car showrooms, bus garages and warehouse clubs were all still 
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viable and able to meet any proposed CIL levy.  In reality many of these uses are akin to 
employment uses and therefore unlikely to generate use values that would support any CIL 
charge. 
 
11 Paragraph 28 of the CLG Overview Note, however, confirms that the Council may include 
differential charging rates for CIL for different intended uses where they can be justified by 
reference to the economic viability of different types of development in its area. 
 
12 Specifically in relation to warehouse clubs, a good indication of commercial viability and 
comparative values to other uses is the ratings information held by the Valuation Office. The table 
below contains comparative Valuation Office Rates per sqm for Croydon.  The table confirms that 
warehouse club values are much closer to B8 warehousing than to retail values.  
 
 

Business Location Rent per Sqm 
Mamas and Papas  – A1 Non 

Food Retail 

Unit 1B Dury Crescent, 

Croydon 

 

£300 

MFI – A1 Non Food Retail 20-24 Peall Road, Croydon 
 

£150 

Furniture  Village  –  A1  Non 

food Retail 

500 Purley Way, Croydon £210 

Next – A1 Non Food Retail 1 Trojan Way, Croydon 
 

£300 

Toys R Us – A1 Non Food 

Retail 

Trojan Way, Croydon £200 
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Asda -  A1 Food Retail 
 

Beddington Lane, Croydon £270 

Sainsbury’s – A1 Food Retail 
 

Whitgift Centre, Croydon £272 

Sainsbury’s – A1 Food Retail 
 

Trafalgar Way, Croydon £307 

Costco – Sui Generis 

Warehouse Cub 

 

Croydon £81 

B8 Warehouse Unit  8  Addington  Business 

Park 

 

£70 

 
13 In addition to lower values, the development build costs, professional costs and S106 costs are 
likely to be higher for a warehouse club than a B8 warehouse.  As currently drafted, the Council's 
Draft CIL Charging Schedule unfairly discriminates against sui generis uses, particularly those that 
are closely akin to B8 uses and which provide valuable employment and benefits to the business 
environment such as Costco. 
 
14 For the reasons set out above the valuation evidence shows that the charging rate for sui 
generis warehouse club use should be set at a level comparable to a B8 use.  As a result Costco 
would respectfully request that the Draft CIL Charging Schedule is amended to set a rate of £0 
sqm for sui generis warehouse club uses. 
 
Discretionary Relief for Exceptional Circumstances 
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15 RPS considers that Cambridge City Council should include reference to a discretionary relief in 
the draft charging schedule.  This will be critical to some potential occupiers and should be made 
available for major developments involving substantial on and off site highways works and 
transport infrastructure improvements. 
 
16 As you will know, Regulation 55 (1) of the CIL Regulations allows a charging authority to grant 
relief (for exceptional circumstances) from liability to pay CIL in respect of chargeable 
development if: (a) it appears that there are exceptional circumstances which justify doing so; and 
b) the charging authority considers it expedient to do so. 
 
17 Accordingly, we respectfully request that the charging schedule includes reference to the 
potential for discretionary relief for major proposals requiring substantive highway or infrastructure 
works.  By reserving discretionary relief for such exceptional circumstances in its area, Cambridge 
City Council will ensure that there is flexibility to safeguard potentially beneficial development and 
ensure that it is not prohibited by the application of CIL. 
 
Conclusion 
18 In conclusion, warehouse clubs are a sui generis use akin to a B8 cash and carry use.   Whilst 
Costco has an element of Individual Member spend, the values generated by a sui generis 
warehouse club are similar to a warehouse use.  The proposed CIL charging schedule should 
reflect this. 
 
19 The sui generis CIL rate currently proposed does not reflect the relative value of a warehouse 
club. The available evidence supports the separation of warehouse clubs and the reduction of the 
rate to £0 sqm for such uses given that the relative value of  a warehouse club use is  clearly more 
comparable to a Class B8 warehouse use. 
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20 I would  be  grateful  if the  local authority  could  consider  appropriate  amendments  to  
address  the issues raised.  If you would like to discuss any matters please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 
 

7 Savills on 
behalf of Anglia 
Ruskin 
University 

28431,  (28431 – Question 8) Anglia Ruskin University Higher Education Corporation is an exempt charity 
by Statute i.e.  Order of the Privy Council under the Education Reform Act 1988. As a result of this 
established status, the University receives (i) rebates on rates bills (ii) stamp duty exemption on 
property purchasers and (iii) VAT exemption on relevant activities.  In terms of Regulation 43[1], 
as a result of the University's charitable status it will benefit from mandatory relief when a relevant 
proposal for chargeable development is considered under the CIL regulations and is for charitable 
purposes. 
  
As well as receiving Mandatory CIL Relief for activities which are wholly or mainly for charitable 
purposes, the law allows, and Anglia Ruskin receives, other forms of relief such as (i) rebates on 
rates bills (ii) stamp duty exemption on property purchasers and (iii) VAT exemption on relevant 
activities. These exemptions allow Anglia Ruskin to re-invest in activities to support its charitable 
purposes.  Anglia Ruskin considers that discretionary relief under Regulation 44 is a fundamental 
mechanism which should be introduced  to enable it, and other education institutions within the 
city, to continue to operate effectively and to invest in the development of the city.  
  
We note that "It is not the intention of the Council to offer this type of relief at present. At this stage 
the need for a discretionary relief in addition to mandatory relief is not considered justifiable and 
moreover, would impose an additional level of complexity in the administration and management 
of the CIL charge." (Draft CIL Charging Schedule and Supporting Information - Consultation 
Document, paragraph 6.5.2) 
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We do not consider that complexity in administration and management is sufficient reason to not 
make provision for measures which are allowed in law to be provided.  We also do not agree that 
such a mechanism need be complex.  We also consider this is potentially a missed opportunity. 
Cambridge is unique.  Within the City there are a number of institutions, not only Anglia Ruskin, 
but also Cambridge University and its Colleges, which are registered charities.  These bodies have 
long term interest in the future of the City.  Adopting a discretionary policy would encourage such 
bodies to invest in development within the City and use the proceeds from such investments to 
support their charitable purposes.  
  
Both universities and the Cambridge colleges are significant landowners in the city.  They are also 
significant investors.  Given the importance of the higher education sector to driving the 
Cambridge economy, we consider that the discretionary relief should be introduced to support the 
knowledge and technology cluster and to support investment by such institutions in the city.    
Where charitable institutions hold such forms of development as an investment they should be 
able to obtain discretionary relief. Such an approach would encourage such institutions to 
investment, long term, in the infrastructure of the city. 
 

8. Savils UK Ltd 
on behalf of 
Marshall of 
Cambridge 
(Airport 
Properties) Ltd 
 

28461, 
28462, 
28463, 
28464, 
28465, 
28466, 
28467 
 

1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 This representation is submitted by Savills (UK) Ltd on behalf of Marshall of Cambridge 
(Airport Properties) Ltd (Marshall).   Marshall have land holdings on the east side of Cambridge, 
primarily centred around Cambridge City Airport.  Some of these land holdings hold short-, 
medium- and long-term development potential.  Whilst the majority of these developments will lie 
outside of the Cambridge City authority boundary, they have a close relationship with the City, 
especially where infrastructure provision will be required across the boundaries between the City 
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and South Cambridgeshire District area, in the 'Cambridge Fringe'. 
 
1.2 Marshall is supportive of growth in Cambridge and wish to ensure the delivery of the 
appropriate infrastructure to facilitate that growth through the appropriate mechanism. 
 
1.3 Marshall submitted representations to the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule consultation 
previously and acknowledge the Council's response to the queries raised.   This representation 
takes into account those responses and provides our further comments on the Draft Charging 
Schedule and accompanying documentation. 
 
1.4 This representation covers the following particular areas: 
* The proposed residential rate; 
* The relationship between s.106 and CIL; 
* The draft Regulation 123 list; and 
* The effective operation of CIL. 
 
2.0  Questions 2 - 4: The Residential Rate (28461, 28462, 28463) 
 
2.1 In the previous representations, we raised concerns that a single CIL rate for residential 
development being applied to the whole area did not appropriately reflect the viability in different 
market areas, which was identified within the Viability Assessment (VA)1.  The VA identified the 
option of three potential charging zones, with the lowest rate of £100/m2 being applicable to the 
north east and east of Cambridge2. 
 
2.2  The viability study undertaken for South Cambridgeshire District (by the same consultants, 
Dixon Searle Partnership)3  also identified a £100/m2  CIL rate as being suitable for developments 
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on the eastern side of Cambridge.  It therefore seems conclusive that the CIL rate that should be 
applied across this area, across boundaries, is, at the most, £100/m2. 
 
2.3 The existing and proposed residential allocation at land North of Teversham Drift (Policy R40 
in the Draft Cambridge Local Plan 2014), as a result of the single rate proposed within the 
Cambridge City Preliminary Draft CIL, has been identified as having a proposed residential CIL 
rate of £125/m2 by South Cambridgeshire District Council, in order to align with the flat rate across 
the City. 
 
2.4 It is our concern that the alignment with the higher, flat rate within Cambridge City is 
inappropriate given the results of the VA.   It would be more appropriate for the site allocation to 
have a rate of £100/m2  applied to it, in alignment with the rate that was identified as appropriate 
for that area in both of the viability assessments that support both the   Cambridge   and   South   
Cambridgeshire   Draft   and   Preliminary   Draft   Charging Schedules. 
 
2.5 We are therefore of the opinion that, in seeking to set a flat rate of £125/m2  to areas that have 
been identified as only be able to withstand a rate of £100/m2, the Council has failed to 
demonstrate that the rate will not put at risk the delivery of the Local Plan4. 
 
3.0 Question 5: S.106 and CIL Relationship (28464) 
 
3.1 It is imperative that throughout the preparation of CIL, due regard is had to the Regulations 
that state that Section 106 planning obligations must be: 
 
* 'necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 
* directly related to the development; and 
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* fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.'5 
 
3.2 The power to seek Section 106 contributions remains under CIL.  Our clients are concerned 
about the scale of Section 106 contributions which will continue to be sought which, alongside the 
proposed CIL rates, may render the delivery of sites difficult. 
 
3.3 We  appreciate  the  attempt  to  provide  clarity  regarding  the  items  which  the  authority 
considers  will  be  funded  through  site  specific  Section  106  Agreements6.    The  Draft 
Charging Schedule makes reference to the ongoing use of Section 106 and the items that may be 
required after the adoption of CIL7.  However, the cost assumptions within the Viability 
Assessment (up to a maximum of £1,000 per dwelling Section 1068) would not be sufficient to 
provide the majority of those items referred to. 
 
3.4 Since the consultation on the Preliminary Draft, the Council has provided details of historic 
levels of Section 106 and estimated what part of that would still remain after the implementation of 
a CIL.  The amount of Section 106 per dwelling can be seen to be increasing year on year and in 
2012 it stood at £1,326.9    This means that the £1,000 per dwelling assumption within the Viability 
Assessment underestimates the cost of Section 106 by nearly 25%, which could have a significant 
impact on viability. 
 
3.5 We therefore believe that there is a gross underestimation of the cost of Section 106 
contributions when assessing the viability of the CIL rates.   This then feeds into an overestimate 
as to the scale of CIL that is viable. 
 
3.6 The Draft Charging Schedule refers to a review of the Council's Planning Obligations SPD.10   
We consider it highly important that this is published immediately and that it is not delayed until the 
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submission of the Draft Charging Schedule for Examination; this would not allow time for it to be 
considered by the public, as it should be if it informs the development of the Charging Schedule. 
 
4.0 Question 6: Draft Regulation 123 List (28465) 
 
4.1 We welcome the publication of a Draft Regulation 123 list of infrastructure.  Whilst we 
acknowledge this is not the final version, nor will it ever be exhaustive, it does serve as a useful 
guide as to the direction that the Council envisage taking in providing for the delivery of 
infrastructure to support the Plan. 
 
4.2 The items currently listed on the Draft Regulation 123 list are broad ranging and indicate types 
of infrastructure rather than specific projects.  This therefore means that any projects that are 
within those 'types' of infrastructure on the list will not be able to be funded by Section 106 
contributions, where more than five are required to be pooled or have already been secured since 
April 2010. This is acknowledged by the Council. 
 
4.3 Marshall are not concerned whether infrastructure is delivered via Section 106 contributions or 
CIL, just that the infrastructure required to support the delivery of the Plan is actually delivered and 
is not prejudiced inadvertently. We would therefore prefer to see the inclusion of the critical 
projects set out within the Infrastructure Delivery Study Update13 on the Regulation 123 list.  This 
will provide reassurance that certain items of infrastructure are not going to be charged for under 
Section 106, but will be delivered by CIL, as defined within the IDS Update.  Any double counting 
or double charging risks increasing the total cost of policy beyond that tested within the Viability 
Assessment and rendering sites undeliverable. 
 
5.0 Question 7: Effective Operation of CIL (28466) 
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Instalments Policy 
5.1 We are grateful to CCC for considering our thoughts on the benefits to development cashflow 
of allowing the payment of CIL by instalments and welcome the policy put forward within the Draft 
Charging Schedule. 
 
Discretionary Reliefs (28468 – Question 8) 
5.2 With regard to Discretionary Charitable Relief and Exceptional Circumstances Relief, we 
recognise the Council's preference for not implementing such policies, choosing instead to keep 
the need for them under review.  We would remind the Council that such policies can only be 
applied if they are in force prior to an application being submitted, therefore the need for the policy 
will arise prior to it being made available. 
 
5.3 We do not consider there to be any detriment arising from the Council making available such 
reliefs within policies as part of its Charging Schedule, as the Council will still retain control over 
the application of the policies. 
 
5.4 We would therefore like to request that these policies are made available from the date of 
adoption of the Charging Schedule. 
 
5.5 In addition, the Government's response to the April consultation on proposed reforms to the 
CIL Regulations set out its intention to allow discretionary relief on a broader range of tenure types 
of affordable housing.   We would like to encourage the Council to bring forward such discretionary 
reliefs so that the widest range of affordable housing products can be delivered to meet housing 
needs. 
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Payment in Kind 
5.6 The response to the April consultation also made clear the Government's intention to allow 
payment in kind through the provision of infrastructure.  We would encourage the Council to make 
this available to developers as a means by which to secure the timely and effective delivery of 
infrastructure. 
 
6.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 
6.1 The CIL is supposed to positively support the delivery of the Plan, in accordance with the CIL 
Guidance.  Marshall is concerned that there are significant items of infrastructure not on the draft 
Regulation 123 list that will therefore need to be delivered via section 106 agreements or risk not 
being delivered at all, in line with the 'critical' items identified in the IDS Update. 
 
6.2 Marshall is not concerned with whether infrastructure is delivered via s.106 or via CIL, only that 
it is delivered.  However, Marshall is concerned to ensure that the CIL charging rates are set at a 
level which takes into account that there will also be residual s.106 requirements, in line with the 
evidence produced by the Council. 
 
6.3 As a result of the evidence and the concerns outlined above, we would recommend that the 
Council apply a differential charging rate to the north eastern and eastern areas, as defined within 
the alternative options put forward in the Viability Assessment.  The rate applicable to residential 
development this zone should be no more than £100/m2 as per the consultants' 
recommendations. 
 
6.4 In  addition,  whilst  this  is  not  necessarily  a  matter  for  the  Examination,  we  would 
recommend that the wider Regulation 123 list should include those items of strategic infrastructure 
that are deemed critical to the delivery of the Plan. 
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6.5 We also recommend the implementation of policies for discretionary charitable relief, 
exceptional circumstances relief and affordable housing relief in its widest possible form. 
 

9.  Savills on 
behalf of the 
Cambridge 
University and 
Colleges 
Bursars’ and 
Planning Sub-
Committee 

28457, 
28458 

(28457 – Question 8, 18458 – Question 7) 
This representation has been prepared by Savills (UK) Ltd, as advisers, on behalf of Cambridge 
Colleges’ Bursars’ Environment and Planning Sub Committee (BEPSC), to respond to the Draft 
Charging Schedule (DCS) placed for public consultation from 28th October to 14th December 2013. 
This follows our submission of detailed representations to the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule 
(PDCS) consultation in April 2013.  
 
The BEPSC has been established to deal with a variety of matters, including Town & Country 
Planning and Transport issues, which are of collective interest to the 31 autonomous Colleges.  
 
In response to the consultation, Savills (UK) Ltd provide comment on the following documents; 
 
* Cambridge City Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule- Statement of Consultation (October 2013) 
* Cambridge City Draft Charging Schedule and Supporting Information- Consultation Document 
(October 2013) 
* Cambridge City Council CIL Viability Assessment (February 2013)  
* Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire Infrastructure Delivery Study (Update 2013) 
 
The BEPSC understand that the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) will play an important role in 
helping fund key infrastructure projects within the city, which may affect the interests of the 
Colleges.  The BEPSC recognise that in setting the rate of CIL, the Community Infrastructure 
Levy, England and Wales Regulations 2010 (as amended) (‘the Regulations’) state that “an 
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appropriate balance” needs to be struck between “a) the desirability of funding from CIL (in whole 
or in part)” against “b) the potential effects (taken as a whole) of the imposition of CIL on the 
economic viability of development”.    
     
The steer from Central Government is very much angled towards facilitating the delivery of 
development, which should have a major material bearing on the preparation of CIL and the 
balance applied when considering Regulation 14(1). For example, at the heart of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. 
 
The Guidance states that “the levy is expected to have a positive economic effect on development 
across an area.”   The Government also makes clear that it is up to Local Authorities to decide 
“how much” potential development they are willing to put at risk through CIL.  Clearly this balance 
is particularly important. 
 
It is also self evident that Cambridge presents a somewhat unusual environment within which 
these expectations have to be met, given its mix of development interests and growth which the  
higher education sector plays such a significant role.   
 
In this context, BESPC are concerned that, as currently proposed, the consultation documents 
may not lead to the most efficient and effective operation of CIL. In particular, we are concerned 
that insufficient regard has been had to the likely implications of charitable exemptions on the 
operation of CIL within Cambridge City’s administrative area. 
 
Charitable Exemptions 
 
As highlighted in our previous representations at the Preliminary Draft stage, The Community 
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Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 exempt charities which fall within the definition of a 
“charitable institution” under Regulation 41(1) .These are entitled to claim mandatory relief under 
Regulation 43 and discretionary relief – if available in the area – under Regulation 44 .  
 
1. Mandatory Relief  
It is our opinion that the mandatory relief will have a significant effect on the application of CIL 
within Cambridge. All 31 Colleges have been registered charities since 2010. Their charitable 
purposes differ slightly in detail between Colleges, but the common theme found in each 
registration can be broadly expressed as being operated for the purpose of the public benefit of 
the provision, support and maintenance of a College in the University of Cambridge. As part of this 
theme, the provision of accommodation as well as teaching rooms & libraries is fundamental to 
their charitable purpose. 
 
As a result of this legally established charitable status, they already receive (i) rebates on rates 
bills (ii) stamp duty exemption on property purchasers and (iii) VAT exemption on relevant 
activities. The consequence of this is that the Colleges should be able to establish mandatory 
relief under Regulation 43, where development is carried out for the purposes of the charity.  
 
In practical terms, following the submission of a planning application, Westminster City Council 
agreed with the applicant that it met the specific tests of Regulation 43 and as a result, mandatory 
relief was given.  
 
2. Discretionary Relief  
We also believe that discretionary relief is a fundamental mechanism which needs to be 
introduced by CCC. We note that within Draft CIL Charging Schedule and Supporting Information 
– Consultation Document, paragraph 6.5.2; it is stated that; 
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“It is not the intention of the Council to offer this type of relief at present. At this stage the need for 
a discretionary relief in addition to mandatory relief is not considered justifiable and moreover, 
would impose an additional level of complexity in the administration and management of the CIL 
charge. A policy of this kind could be introduced at any stage though and this is something the 
Council will keep under review as the CIL system beds in” 
 
We believe that this is misguided, due to the strong likelihood that applications for discretionary 
relief will indeed be made. For example, within the central part of the city, it is not uncommon for 
mixed use developments to be brought forward. These often combine commercial and charitable 
uses connected with the objectives of the colleges, to provide college accommodation for the 
purposes of learning, research and education, integrated with commercial uses within a single 
scheme. Whereas the commercial element would probably attract CIL, the charitable part should 
not, if it falls within the definition of “charitable purposes”. So, to ensure efficient operation, and 
because this is a probable and regular form of development), it would seem sensible to make 
provision for discretionary relief from the outset, rather than introducing it later via a review of the 
process.  In fact, the omission of it from the outset would appear to defeat the council’s stated aim 
of avoiding complexity in administration and management of the CIL charge because of the 
inevitability that colleges will apply for mixed use development and will make the case for 
discretionary relief. 
 
Indeed, the City Councils own policies envisages and encourage such mixed use development 
taking place, combining charitable and commercial developments within a single scheme. For 
example, the Cambridge Local Plan 2014: Proposed Submission document which clearly identifies 
the role of University faculty development within Policy 43 and their mixed use nature; 
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Faculty Development in the City Centre 
 
In the City Centre, these uses will be permitted provided they; 
 
a. optimise the use of land, including a mix of uses on larger sites to meet the needs of the 
relevant institution, and 
b. take reasonable opportunities to improve circulation for pedestrians and cyclists, together with 
public realm improvements, reductions in car parking provision and the introduction of active 
frontages at ground floor level. 
 
The following sites are allocated for these uses and shown on the policies map: 
 
c. mixed-use redevelopment of the Mill Lane / Old Press site (Policy 25); and 
d. mixed-use redevelopment of the New Museums site (Site U2). 
 
This is particularly important because it shows that there are “live” mixed use development 
opportunities – identified within the planning pipeline – which need specific consideration, 
something that the mandatory charitable relief test doesn’t allow for. 
 
 
Effective Operation of CIL 
 
Instalments Policy 
 
The Regulations and CIL – An Overview are clear that the charging authority has the flexibility to 
adjust the timing of the charge and to outline the payment procedure. This flexibility extends to:  
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* Levy payment deadlines 
* Instalments policy 
 
We are pleased to see that CCC have prepared a draft instalments policy within the DCS 
consultation documents – shown below;  
 
However, we believe there should be an overriding mechanism which, in certain situations should 
the CIL payments threaten the viability, and thus the deliverability of the scheme proposed, can be 
negotiated and agreed on a one-to-one basis at any time. 
 
Payments in Kind  
The Regulations permit the payment of land in lieu of CIL. This is an interesting tool which could 
be positively interpreted where the land in question is provided for infrastructure, for example 
‘strategic’ highways or open space.  
 
The mechanism of payments in kind must result in credible land values being agreed and offset 
against the levels of potential CIL receipts incurred through the chargeable development. If 
operated effectively the mechanism could considerably assist with development delivery.  
 
We are pleased to see that CCC has agreed to use a payment in kind mechanism.  
 
Review of CIL  
The CIL Guidance outlines that the Government ‘strongly encourages’ reviews of the rates to 
ensure that CIL is fulfilling its aim and responds to market conditions. If the CIL is set at too high a 
rate, the delivery of development will be put at risk. Regular monitoring is required to ensure that 
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any detrimental impact of the CIL on delivery is noticed promptly and remedied. It should be borne 
in mind that, in reviewing the CIL rates, the same charge setting process and procedures are 
required to be followed, and therefore there will be an inevitable delay until any deficit in delivery 
can be remedied.  
 
We are pleased to see that as part of the DCS consultation, CCC have commented further on how 
CIL will be reviewed. Whilst CCC outlines their monitoring obligations – as per Regulation 62 – 
there is no commitment to when the review may happen. CCC simply concludes “This report will 
also indicate whether, over the coming year, a review of any element of the Cambridge CIL is 
likely”. 
 
Cambridge is a fast growing and fast changing place. The NPPF demonstrates the need to 
proactively drive and support economic growth, responding to market signals. Our clients agree 
that the authorities should have a clearly defined review mechanism. However we suggest that 
monitoring takes place on a six monthly basis.   
 
Conclusions 
This representation has been prepared by Savills (UK) Ltd, as advisers, on behalf Cambridge 
Colleges’ Bursars’ Environment and Planning Sub Committee (BEPSC) in respect to CCC’s Draft 
Charging schedule currently being consulted on.  
 
We believe that the Colleges and University fit squarely within the definition of Regulation 43, and 
our research has shown practical application of mandatory relief being achieved by charities for 
charitable purposes elsewhere in the country. 
 
In terms of discretionary relief, due to the varied nature of the Colleges / University investment 
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program, it is essential that CCC bring in such a policy to ensure sufficient flexibility to respond to 
the nuances of the Cambridge market. We disagree with CCC’s analysis that discretionary relief is 
“not considered justifiable” especially bearing in mind the policy examples set out within the 
Cambridge Local Plan 2014: Proposed Submission. Without such a policy this could create a 
barrier to development and reduce investment into the Cambridge education sector. 
 

10.  Shrimplin 
Brown on 
behalf of 
Howard 
Osborne Llp 

28444, 
28445, 
28446, 
28447, 
28448, 
28451 

(28444 – Question 2) Land values 
 
A key assumption which affects development viability is land values.  However, as the introduction 
to the CIL Viability Assessment’s methodology accepts, “the level of land value sufficient to 
encourage the release of a site for development is, in practice, a site specific and highly subjective 
matter.  It often relates to a range of factors including the actual site characteristics and/or the 
specific requirements or circumstances of the landowner” (paragraph 2.1.7).   
 
The difficulty of predicting land values is also highlighted as a concern in the Student 
Accommodation and Affordable Housing Financial Contributions Viability Assessment: “Another 
key variable is the land value/land value expectation of the site owner (potentially in some cases 
with variable relocation/compensation costs too). It has been necessary to place quick/indicative 
assessments on the land values that may need to be met in the range of circumstances across 
these sites, but in practice these could vary from our assumptions; and potentially significantly” 
(p6). 
 
The issue is complicated by the fact that “recently there has been a low level of activity on land 
deals and consequently there has been little to use in terms of examples” (paragraph 2.1.7).  As 
explained elsewhere in the Assessment: “in order to inform these land value comparisons or 
benchmarks, we sought to find examples of recent land transactions locally.  However, little 
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evidence of such was available from the various soundings we took and sources we explored.  
Similarly, indications from local sources were very limited” (paragraph 2.11.4).  
 
There is therefore a fundamental weakness at the heart of the CIL Viability Assessment as land 
values are difficult to predict, a problem exacerbated by the lack of information/evidence on which 
to base assumptions. 
 
This concern is exacerbated by the Assessment’s misunderstanding of the current property 
market.  The Assessment suggests that as property market is depressed, land prices will also be 
depressed: “As well as a level of value relating to an existing or alternative use driving a site’s 
value (‘EUV’ or ‘AUV’), there may be an element of premium (an over-bid or incentive) required to 
enable the release of land for development.  In our view, this would not apply, however, in 
situations where there is no established ready market for an existing or alternative use” (paragraph 
2.11.9).   
 
However, this fundamentally misunderstands the property market.  The difficulty in securing 
development finance and the lack of development activity focuses attention on those few markets 
that remain strong.  Cambridge is one of these, and the result is much higher, rather than lower, 
land values. 
 
This reinforces the fundamental weakness of the Assessment that it does not properly understand 
land values. 
 
The implications of this misunderstanding are far reaching.  As the introduction to the Assessment 
acknowledges, under the subheading “notes and limitations”; “…small changes in assumptions 
can have a significant individual or cumulative effect on the residual land value generated and/or 
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the value of the CIL funding potential (the surplus after land value comparisons)” (paragraph 
1.2.2). 
 
S106 and CIL 
The CIL Viability Assessment has factored into its calculations an allowance of £1,000/dwelling for 
s106 contributions necessary to bring forward sites (paragraph 2.10.1).  For strategic sites and 
allowance of £400,000/gross hectare is made (paragraph 2.10.2). 
 
However, no such allowance is made for other development types.  This anomaly places student 
accommodation, which has the same proposed CIL level as for residential, at a significant 
disadvantage. 
 
(28445) 3: Do you support the City Council’s view that the rates proposed represent an 
appropriate balance between the desirability of funding infrastructure and the need to 
maintain the overall viability of growth across the District? – OBJECT 
 
We do not agree that the rates are based on economically viable (see response to Q2).  They 
therefore do not strike an appropriate balance between funding infrastructure and the need to 
maintain the overall viability of growth. 
 
 
(28446) 4. Do you support the City Council’s view that the proposed rates would not 
threaten delivery of the Draft Cambridge Local Plan 2014? – OBJECT 
 
Both the adopted Local Plan, Policy 7/7, and the emerging Local Plan, Policy 46, positively 
support the development of new student accommodation.  They both make clear that planning 
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permission will be granted, subject to certain criteria. 
 
The adopted Local Plan explains that increases in student numbers have been accompanied by 
increases in student accommodation.  It clearly sees this as something to be applauded, 
explaining that “It is important that the Local Plan makes adequate provision for College and 
University residential needs...  A positive attitude will be taken towards additional windfall student 
hostel sites that may come forward” (paragraph 7.41). 
 
This positive approach is continued in Emerging Local Plan which additionally emphasises the 
importance of student accommodation to the local economy: “The presence of two large 
universities has a significant impact on Cambridge’s demography and on its housing market, with 
one in four of its residents studying at one of the universities.  The student communities, including 
undergraduates and postgraduates, contribute significantly to the local economy, and to the 
vibrancy and diversity of the city.  Out of term time and throughout the year, the city is also a 
temporary home to conference delegates and other students attending pre-university courses at 
specialist schools and colleges, or studying English as a foreign language at one the city’s 
language schools” (paragraph 6.11). 
 
The emerging Local Plan also emphasises that provision of new student accommodation relieves 
pressure on the private rental sector, thus in effect releasing more housing which is in short supply 
in the City and so relieving pressure on the Green Belt: “Although student communities contribute 
greatly to Cambridge’s diversity, the number of students who share privately-rented 
accommodation affects the availability of larger houses in the general market. Development of 
new student accommodation may free up accommodation suitable for wider general housing 
needs” (paragraph 6.12).   
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Despite this positive policy encouragement for student accommodation and the acknowledgement 
of the benefits it brings in terms of the economy and releasing housing, the proposed CIL rate 
threatens to undermine the viability of this form of development. 
 
(28447): Question 7 - Do you support or object to the Draft Instalment Policy attached at 
Appendix D to the consultation document? – OBJECT 
 
Without an Instalments Policy the whole CIL contribution would be payable upon commencement 
of development.  This can raise problems in terms of cash flow because it is another, often 
significant, cost at precisely the time when the other significant costs of building the development 
are being incurred.  
 
Moreover, it would be payable far in advance of when the development will begin to generate any 
income.  It can thus delay development and have significant impacts on the construction 
timeframes. 
 
An Instalments Policy can therefore assist with this short term cash flow issue, helping ensure that 
development which the Council, in granting planning permission, accept is necessary, can come 
forward in a timely manner. 
 
The Council have proposed to adopt an instalments policy.  However, no justification is provided 
for the timescales suggested.  Longer timescales which are better aligned with construction 
timescales would be more appropriate and ensure that this policy is more effective. 
 
(28448): Question 8 - Do you have any other comments supporting or objecting to the Draft 
Charging Schedule Consultation Document or any of the associated evidence documents? 
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– OBJECT 
 
Exceptional Circumstances Relief 
 
The Council do not propose to offer Exceptional Circumstances Relief.  However, this would 
provide the Council with the flexibility to permit development which may not otherwise be viable, 
for example because of site specific issues of contamination, flooding, archaeology.   
 
It thus offers the opportunity for development to come forward which the Council support, and 
which could deliver important wider benefits and take advantage of underused, but challenging, 
brownfield sites. Without this flexibility CIL might render proposals, and sites, unviable.  
 
This is particularly important in the current challenging economic climate where development 
proposals are often marginal. 
 
(28451 – Question 6) The list covers very broad themes and therefore is of limited use until it can 
be worked up in more detail.  
 

11 Cambridgeshire 
County Council 

28415, 
28416, 
28417, 
28418, 
28419, 
28420, 
28421 

(28415 – Question 1) The IDS 2012 and 2013 demonstrate there is a sufficient infrastructure 
funding gap to demonstrate the need to charge a CIL. 
 
(28416 – Question 2) A single rate is proposed for residential and student accommodation, 
although it is questionable whether zonal rates should be considered further.  
 
When setting its CIL rate Cambridge City should have regard to rates across the county. The 
County Council reiterates its objection to the proposed £0 rate charged for business. 
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Huntingdonshire currently charges for Hotels and Guest Houses and we would want to see this 
adopted by the City, ensuring a consistent approach across the County. Charging for items such 
as Hotels and Guest Houses will ensure that income form CIL will be maximized. This is critically 
important given that there is expected to be a large infrastructure funding gap of £1.8 bn (or 
£700m without strategic infrastructure). Given this context it will be important that the City Council 
regularly reviews its viability modeling and charging schedule. 
 
The County Council welcomes the flexibility proposed whereby CIL could be provided 'in kind' as 
infrastructure or land. However, this could result in less income being provided towards essential 
infrastructure. Therefore the Council recommends that in such circumstances, it should be for the 
local authorities to agree with partners who are potentially affected whether it would be acceptable 
to be paid 'in kind'.   Practical consideration also needs to be given early to whether infrastructure 
would be delivered to the correct quality and specification when provided in kind by third parties. 
This needs particular consideration to ensure this is workable. 
 
(28417 – Question 3) There are concerns that not applying a charging rate for office/ 
commercial/buisness development due to the perceived economic uncertainty could result in a 
shortfall in CIL contributions and further contribute towards the of the infrastructure funding gap 
 
(28418 – Question 4) Support 
 
(28419 – Question 5) The Appendix A highlights the point that infrastructure included on the 
Regulation 123 list will not receive funds from a Section 106 and therefore the County Council 
reiterate that it is important to carefully consider the infrastructure that appears on the Regulation 
123 list as there are no guarantees that the scheme will definitely happen or will benefit from CIL 
funds.  Libraries, Archives and Information will be requesting CIL contributions for any eligible 
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developments within the City 
 
The county would welcome the opportunity to work with the City on the prioritisation of 
infrastructure. This is critically important given that there is expected to be a large infrastructure 
funding gap of £1.8 bn (or £700m without strategic infrastructure). 
 
(28420 – Question 6) The Draft Regulation 123 List identifies the types of projects that will or may 
be funded in whole or in part by CIL which appear appropriate although it will be important how 
these theme areas and the scheme within each of the theme areas are prioritized. Additionally it is 
unclear how funds will be split between the proposed schemes or whether the funds will be 
directed towards the prioritized projects first or just those that additional funding comes forward 
for.  The County Council wishes to work with CCC on the development of a protocol to clarify 
further how infrastructure will be prioritized and to agree how funding will be transferred to the 
County Council to deliver the essential infrastructure related to growth.  
 
It is important that more local/ smaller scale transport schemes that could directly mitigate the 
impacts of individual developments are not identified in the Regulation 123 list to enable 
contributions towards such schemes to be collected through Section 106 Agreement contributions 
to allow there provision to be inline with the development opening and provide assurance that the 
schemes will be implemented. 
 
It is also important to consider that the schemes included in CIL comply with Regulation 122 to 
ensure that they are necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms, that the 
contribution is directly related to the development, and that it should be fairly and reasonably 
related in scale and kind. There are concerns that the Regulation 123 list of infrastructure will not 
comply with regulation 122 for all developments that come forward which could result in the 
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contributions being challenged and a potential for a shortfall in infrastructure funding. 
 
(28421 – Question 7) We are concerned that the draft installment policy results in some 
developments paying the majority of their CIL contributions several years following full build out. It 
is recommended that the contribution installments are provided early on to ensure that the money 
is available for infrastructure coming forward.  CCC would welcome the opportunity to work with 
the City Council on an installments policy once a charging schedule is adopted. 
 

12. Christs Pieces 
Residents’ 
Association 

28441 (Question 8) Christ's Pieces Residents' Asociation committee met this evening. Thank you for 
consulting us. We decided that we were not competent to comment in any way, except to say that 
moneys gathered by virtue of Section 106 or this Levy should always be spent with care, economy 
and focus, and only after  consultation with appropriate citizens. 
 

13.  Cambridge 
Past Present 
and Future 

28440 (Question 6) Cambridge Past Present and Future welcomes the opportunity to comment on the 
Draft CIL Charging Schedule. 
 
Whilst we do not have any comment to make on the proposed Charging Schedule itself, we would 
like to make comment on Consultation Question 6 in relation to the draft Regulation 123 list 
outlined at Appendix B. 
 
We understand that the list needs to be comprehensive enough so that 'needs' are identified for 
which a funding gap exists. We also understand that a balance needs to be struck between what 
is funded by Section 106 and what is provided via CIL otherwise developers could argue that 
Section 106 is not necessary as CIL should be covering the funding gap. However in relation to 
heritage sites, green infrastructure, green space and outdoor sports facilities we can envisage 
scenarios where there are existing deficits within neighbourhoods, perhaps remote from proposed 
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development sites where funding is needed to provide new or enhanced facilities, including 
ongoing maintenance. These facilities are currently not covered on the Regulation 123 
List. 
 
CambridgePPF believes this omission should be amended, otherwise important networks of 
greenspace, existing deficiencies or important heritage facilities may be neglected in the future. 
 

14.  Natural 
England  
 

28471 (Question 5) Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to 
ensure that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of 
present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development. 
 
We note that the draft schedule identifies that informal open space provision will be secured 
through planning obligations; however, the schedule suggests that new habitats could be funded 
through CIL. This is welcomed although further detail should be provided. 
 
Natural England is not a service provider, nor do we have detailed knowledge of the infrastructure 
requirements of the area concerned. However, we note that the National Planning Policy 
Framework Para 114 states "Local planning authorities should set out a strategic approach in their 
Local Plans, planning positively for the creation, protection, enhancement and management of 
networks of biodiversity and green infrastructure." We view CIL as playing an important role in 
delivering such a strategic approach. 
 
As such we advise that the council gives careful consideration to how it intends to meet this aspect 
of the NPPF, and the role of the CIL in this. In the absence of a CIL approach to enhancing the 
natural environment, we would be concerned that the only enhancements to the natural 
environment would be ad hoc, and not deliver a strategic approach, and that as such the local plan 
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may not be consistent with the NPPF. 
 
Potential infrastructure requirements may include: 

 Access to natural greenspace. 

 Allotment provision. 

 Infrastructure identified in the local Rights of Way Improvement Plan. 

 Infrastructure identified by any Local Nature Partnerships and or BAP projects. 

 Infrastructure identified by any Green infrastructure strategies. 

 Other community aspirations or other green infrastructure projects (e.g. street tree planting). 

 Infrastructure identified to deliver climate change mitigation and adaptation. 
 

15.  The Theatres 
Trust 

28442, 
28443 

(28442 – Question 2, 28443 – Question 8) 
Thank you for your email of 18 October consulting The Theatres Trust on the Draft CIL charging 
schedule. 
 
As before, we support a nil rate in Table 2 for 'All other developments'. 
 
However, apart from the spelling error in Retail A1 - A5, we object to the fact that sui generis uses 
other than 'akin to retail' are not included.  For clarity and accuracy we suggest that the All other 
development row should read - B, C1, C2, and D classes plus sui generis uses other than retail 
related. 
 
'Sui generis' is a Latin term meaning 'of its own kind'. 
 

16.  Caroline Jaine 
on behalf of 

28414 (Question 6) Cambridge International Arts objects on the grounds that the list of infrastructure 
types and/or projects that will, or may, be funded in whole or in part by CIL should include the Arts. 
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Cambridge 
International 
Arts  
 

The arts should stop being seen as a luxury - but should be considered crucial to well-being and a 
useful tool for engagement where deployed properly. 

17. Mr. Hugh 
Chapman 

28412 (Question 6) I object on the grounds that in my view the list of infrastructure types and/or projects 
that will, or may, be funded in whole or in part by CIL should include the Arts. I do not object to any 
of the other areas identified on that list being funded by CIL. I propose that the inclusion of the Arts 
in this list be worded "The Arts, especially where projects overlap with and/or compliment other 
areas on this list" 
 

18.  Dr. Edward 
Lloyd Jenkins 

28413 (Question 6) One of the most important reasons for disenfranchment and disillusionment, 
currently in large sections of the residents of Cambridge city, is the lack of recognition of the 
untapped talent, particularly in the arts. So many people, artists and public alike, would experience 
life enhancement through active involvement, preferably in a multi use arts centre affordable to all 
sections of the public. This need should/must be included in the 123 list, and under CIL. 
 

 


